A new computational technique is presented by which large structured matrices can be inverted. The specified matrix is viewed as the input-output operator of a time-varying system. Recently developed state space algorithms which apply to such systems are then used to compute a UR factorization first and subsequently the inverse of the matrix, starting from a state realization of the matrix. The new algorithms apply in principle to any matrix. They are efficient if the structure of the matrix is such that the number of states of its time-varying state realization is small in comparison to its dimensions.
INTRODUCTION
In a number of applications in signal processing, such as inverse filtering, spectrum estimation, as well as in certain finite element modeling applications, the hasic algebraic operation consists of a QR factorization, a Cholesky factorization, or a matrix inversion. Such matrices can be fairly large hut, due to the properties of the signals or physical geometry from which the matrices originate, the matrices are not fully random but are structured in some way. For example, in stationary environments, the estimated covariance matrices of measured signals have a Toeplitz structure, and efficient algorithms (Schur recursions) exist to factor such matrices or their inverse. Schur recursions can be generalized to apply to general Toeplitz matrices [l] . The computation of the inverse of a Toeplitz matrix goes via Gohberg/Semencul recursions [2] . The resulting algorithms have computational complexity of order O ( n 2 ) for matrices of size ( n xn), as compared to 0(n3) for algorithms that do not take the Toeplitz structure into account. For large matrices with many zero entries, the inverse (or rather, the application of the inverse to a vector) can be computed iteratively using the Lanczos method.
In this paper, we consider matrices with a different structure, which would correspond, for example, to applications with non-stationary signals. The underlying idea is to model a given matrix by a time-varying state realization. Such a representation is fairly general: any matrix can be modeled in this way. Efficient algorithms will result if the state dimension of the time-varying realization is relatively low in comparison with the size of the matrix.
Using algorithms recently developed for the factorization of time-varying systems (they are generalizations of the corresponding time-invariant results), it is now possible to compute QR factorizations, Cholesky facwizations, and matrix inversions, by acting on state space matrices only. The computational complexity is thus shown to be lineur in the size of the matrix, once a low-dimensional state realization of it is known. Some of these results are collected in this paper, and applied to the computation of the inverse of a large structured matrix.
Matrix representation by time-varying state realizations
Let T = [Tj];+, be a matrix with envies Tu. For additional generality, we will allow T to be a block matrix so that its entries are matrices themselves: Tu is an Mix Nj matrix, where the dimensions Mi and Nj need not be constant over i and j , and can even be equal to zero at some points. When a (row) vector is viewed as a signal sequence on a finite time interval in discrete time, then the multiplication of a vector by this matrix, corresponds to the application of the related system to the signal represented by U. The i-th row of the matrix is the impulse response of the system due to an impulse at time i, i.e., an input vector U = [O . . . . .
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The Hk can be called time-varying Hankel matrices, as they would have a Hankel structure in the time-invariant context. In terms of the Hk, we have the following result.
In this theorem, ( . ) * stands for complex conjugate transpose. For a matrix X , the notation X( 1, :) denotes the first row of X , and X(:, 1) the first column. Hence, the state dimension of the realization (which determines the computational complexity of multiplications and inversions using state realizations) is directly related to the ranks of the Hankel matrices. Once factorizations of the Hk and Hi for k = 1, . . . , n are known, it is possible to derive minimal realizations of a given matrix. The realization formulas given above yield a realization that is in input normal form: it satisfies A;Ak + BiBk = I and A;*A/ + B,"B; = I .
A realization algorithm that is less sensitive to the presence of additive noise on the entries of T would use singular value decompositions (SVDs) of the Hankel matrices, rather than the Q R factorization, and adjust their rank hy setting small singular values equal to zero. It is also possible to compute optimal approximate realizations of lower system order [ 5 ] . The derivation of the factorizations is computationally the most demanding part of the whole procedure. Improvements can be obtained by using updating schemes for the factorizations (since H k and Hk+l have many entries in common), and by considering submatrices of Hk (as it is knowii that if Hk has rank dk, then it is enough to consider a suhmatrix of Hk whose rank is also equal to dk [6, 41).
MATRIX INVERSION
In this section, we will show how a state realization of the inverse of a matrix can he computed from a state realization of the given matrix. We start by considering a simple case, in which the matrix is block upper and it is known that its inverse is agaiii block upper. Such a matrix, when viewed as a system, is known i n system theory language as being ourer (minimal phase system). Not all blockupper matrices are outer: simple examples where T is block upper and T 1 is block lower are given in [ 4 ] . Mixed cases (the inverse has a lower and a11 upper part) can also occur, and these inverses are not trivially computed, as they require a 'dichotomy': a splitting of spaces into a part that determines the upper part and a part that gives the lower part. The dichotomy can be computed using an inner-outer factorization (theorem 6 below).
For the case of a general matrix (mixed upper-lower), it is shown how this matrix can be mapped by a unitary matrix to a block upper matrix. However, as the inverse of this matrix is possibly not block upper. it is in general necessary to perform the inner-outer factorization, which factors the matrix into a unitary block upper matrix (whose inverse is block lower and obtained by a simple transposition) and a block upper matrix whose inverse is known to be upper, too.
State complexity of the inverse
Suppose that T i s an invertible matrix with a state realization of low complexity. We will first show that (under conditions) the inverse has a state realization of the same complexity.
Proposition 2. Let T be un invertible n x n mutrk with Hunkel mutrices (HT)k 
In particular, D ' is invertible, rank B' = rank& rank C' = rank C . The proposition follows if [ : 191 is taken to be a partioning of T, such tnat E = (HT)k and C = (H+)k.
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Inversion of an upper matrix with upper inverse
If a matrix is block upper and has an inverse which is again block upper (i.e., the corresponding time-varying system is outer), then it is straightforward to derive a state realization of the inverse of the matrix, given a state realization of the matrix itself. The realization can even be obtained locally: it is, at point k, only dependent on the realization of the given matrix at point k. The theorem is proved merely by rewriting the state equations corresponding to T in (I) .
Mapping a matrix to block-upper
In order to use the above inversion theorem ou a matrix T which is not block upper, we compute a kind of OR factorization of T as T = UA, where CI is hlock lower and unitary, and A is block upper. Since U is unitary, its inverse is equal to its Hermitian transpose and can trivially be obtained. We first consider the special case where T i s lower triangular. This case is related to the inner-coprime factorization in [SI. Note that the realization of T as obtained using theorem 1 has already the required normalization. The realization for A is not necessarily minimal, which is seen, for example, if T is taken to be unitary itself. Because A,' and B, ' need not have constant dimensions, the number of columns added to obtain U: is not necessarily constant in time, so that the numher of inputs and outputs of U can he time-varying.
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In particular, U can be a block matrix whose entries are matrices, even if T itself has scalar entries.
The more general case is a corollary of the above proposition. 
Inner-outer factorization
At this point, we have transformed a general matrix T to a block upper matrix A. In order to use theorem 3 to find the inverse of a block upper matrix, it must be known that the inverse is again upper. As discussed at the beginning of this section, this will not necessarily be the case for A. Hence, the final case to consider in order to connect theorem 5 with theorem 3 is a block upper matrix which is not invertible or whose inverse is not block upper. Before theorem 3 can be applied, the matrix must be factored into the product of an isometric matrix and an invertible matrix whose inverse is upper again. This QR-factorization is known, in system theory, as the inner-outer factorization. The factorization can be computed in state space terms, according to the following theorem. Since we ohtaiii a factorization T = WO, where V is an isometry and TO is invertihle, the inner-outer factorization is a kind of QR factorization. It is, i n a sense, remarkahle that it can be computed using OR factorizations of state space matrices.
Inversion of a general matrix
Ar this point, all ingredients are present for the computation of a matrix inverse using state space techniques. We will assume that, for a given matrix T, a timevarying state realization T, T' has been derived using theorem 1" Such a realization is in input normal form. Subsequently, using theorems 5 and 6, a QR factorizatioii of T follows as T = (UV)TO, where U is block lower and unitary, V is block upper and isometric, and TO is an upper triangular invertible matrix with upper inverse.
These matrices have realizations as stated in the theorems, if proper suhstitutions are made.
If T is invertible, then T' follows from the above Q R factorization as T I = 7;;IV V , where is upper triangular and has a realization that is obtained from that of TO using theorem 3. The realizations of V' and CP follow trivially from those of V and U. We have thus ohtailled a realization of the factors of TI. A realization of T' itself can be derived, if necessary, by computing a combined realization of the products. Again, without special effort such a realization will not necessarily be minimal, i.e., its state dimensions can be larger than the minimal state dimension as derived in proposition 2.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, a recently developed technique to invert a matrix has beeii presented. 
